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Abstract. Systems need to be updated to last for a long time in a

dynamic environment, and to cope with changing requirements. It is
important for updates to preserve the desirable properties of the system
under update, while possibly enforcing new ones.
Here we consider a simple yet general update mechanism, which replaces
a component of the system with a new one. The context, i.e., the rest of
the system, remains unchanged. We dene contexts and components as
Constraint Automata interacting via either asynchronous or synchronous
communication, and we express properties using Constraint Automata
too. Then we build most general updates which preserve specic properties, considering both a single property and all the properties satised
by the original system, in a given context or in all possible contexts.

1

Introduction

Update is a relevant topic [19], both for automatic updates, as in the context
of adaptive systems [17] or autonomic computing [15], and for manual updates.
A main reason is that one wants systems to last for a long time in a changing
environment and to satisfy changing user requirements. However, a main point,
namely correctness of the system after update, has received scarce attention till
now, as remarked also in [14].
In this paper we consider a very simple yet general update mechanism, which
replaces a part of the system with a new one. Formally, the system is seen as a

C containing the component to be updated A, i.e., the system has the
C[A]. An update replaces A with B , thus the system upon update has the
shape C[B]. A basic question is: how to build a most general B such that if C[A]
satises a given property Φ, then also C[B] satises the same property? This
question is answered in Section 3. Note that C[B] may satisfy further properties
that C[A] does not satisfy. The answer to the question above, which relates A and
B , depends both on the context C and on the property Φ. From this observation
context

form

two generalizations emerge naturally. On one side, one may ask how to build a
most general

C[A]
?

B

such that for a given context

are also satised by

C[B]

C,

all the properties

satised by

(Section 3). We call such an update correct for a
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given context w.r.t. any property. On the other side, one may ask how to build

a most general B such that for each context C if C[A] satises property Φ, then
C[B] satises the same property (Section 4). We say that this is a correct update
(w.r.t. the property Φ) that can be applied in any context. Finally, one may
combine the two generalizations asking how to build a most general B to ensure
correctness of update

in any context and w.r.t. any property

(Section 4).

The questions above are very general, and the detailed answer depends on the
choice of the model for components and contexts, of the composition operators,
and of the formalism for expressing properties. We consider here components,
contexts and properties represented as Constraint Automata [6, 5], which have
been used in the literature, e.g., to give a formal semantics to REO connectors [3]
and Rebeca actors [20]. We consider both asynchronous and synchronous composition for components and contexts. We leave the systematic exploration of the
research space above to future work. We illustrate the results of our approach by
means of a simple running example. All the operations on Constraint Automata
were computed using the tool GOAL [21], an interactive tool for dening and
manipulating automata, which we extended to deal with Constraint Automata.
Technical details not included in the paper for space reasons can be found in [9].

2

Constraint Automata

We model components, contexts and properties as Constraint Automata (CAs)

[6], dened below. Throughout the paper we assume a nite set Data of data
values which can be communicated and a nite set of states for the CAs. As in [6],
the niteness assumption is needed for the eectiveness of our constructions.

Denition 1 (Constraint Automata).

A constraint automaton A is a tuple hQ, N, q0 , →
− i where:
1. Q is a nite set of states;
2. N is a nite set of node names representing the interface between the CA
and the outside world;
3. q0 ∈ Q is the initial state;
4. →
− ⊆ Q × CIO(N ) × Q is the transition relation, where CIO(N ) is the set of
concurrent I/O operations c : N 7→ Data ∪ {⊥} mapping every node in N to
an element of Data, or to ⊥ if no data is written/read. We assume that c is
never the constant function with value ⊥.
c

q→
− p, where c is a concurrent I/O operation.
c0
c1
A run of a CA is a nite/innite sequence ρ = q0 −
→ q1 −→
. . . such that q0 is
ci
the initial state and, for every i, qi −
→ qi+1 is a transition of the CA. In this case,
we say that ρ accepts the trace w = c0 c1 . . . . The language of a CA A, denoted
L (A), is the set of traces accepted by A. Since a prex of a run is again a run,
Transitions of a CA are of the form

languages are closed under prex.

c ∈ CIO(N ), we dene Nodes(c) as the set of nodes through which
Nodes(c) = {n ∈ N | c(n) 6= ⊥}. The domain restriction
0
concurrent I/O operation c on a subset of nodes N ⊆ N is written c ↓N 0 .

Given

data ow, formally
of a

s = a; ra = 0; r = 0
s = a; ra = 1; r = 1
s = a; wa = 0; w = 0
s = a; wa = 1; w = 1
s = b; rb = 0; r = 0
s = b; rb = 1; r = 1
s = b; wb = 0; w = 0
s = b; wb = 1; w = 1

ra = 1

ra = 0

s=a

wa = 1

s1

s0

1

0
wa = 0

(b) The scheduler.

wa = 1

wa = 0

q0

s=b

(a) The register a.

(c) The synchronizer.
Fig. 1. The CAs for Example 1.

Given two disjoint sets of nodes N1 and N2 , and two CIOs c1 ∈ CIO(N1 ) and
c2 ∈ CIO(N2 ), we dene their union as the unique CIO c1 ∪ c2 ∈ CIO(N1 ∪ N2 )
such that (c1 ∪ c2 ) ↓N1 = c1 and (c1 ∪ c2 ) ↓N2 = c2 .

Example 1.

We introduce here our running example.

We consider a system which allows one to read and write information from/to
two one-bit registers, denoted as

a

and

b.

The system is the composition of four

components represented in Figure 1: two registers (only register

a

is shown,

b

is

analogous), a scheduler that determines which register is active, and a synchronizer that communicates with the registers and the scheduler and proposes to
the outside world the nodes

r

(read) and

w

(write) to access the active register.

Labels on edges represent CIOs, written as semicolon-separated sets of assignments. Each assignment
on node

n.

n=d

species that the data value

d

is communicated

No communication occurs on nodes that do not appear in the label.

Registers are two-state CAs communicating with the synchronizer on nodes

ra (read a) and wa (write a) for register a, and on nodes rb and wb for register
b. The scheduler interacts with the synchronizer on node s. Essentially, the two
registers are scheduled in round-robin order a, b. The synchronizer is a one-state
CA that forwards the external operations to the currently active register.
We use CAs also to describe properties, which are prex-closed sets of (nite

Φ accepting the correspondΦ, written A |= Φ,
i L (A) ⊆ L (Φ). CAs are as expressive as the safety linear µ-calculus [16] and,
or innite) traces. We represent a property as a CA
ing set of traces. We say that a CA

A

satises the property

as a consequence, more expressive of the safety fragment of temporal logics like
LTL and CTL.

2.1

Composition of CAs

We consider here a particular type of composition, where a component is embedded in a context. We examine two forms of synchronization between the context
and the component:

A

synchronous and asynchronous. Formally, we assume to have

C (the context). We also assume two disjoint
U and O. Communication between the component and
the context goes through U , while communication between the context and the
external world goes through O .

two CAs:

(the component) and

nite sets of node names

In the asynchronous case, at every step the context communicates either with
the component via nodes in

U,

or with the external world via nodes in

O,

or

with both at the same time. In the synchronous case, at every step the context
communicates with both the component and the external world.
The embedding of

A

in

C

is dened by means of two operations on CAs [5]:

projection and (synchronous or asynchronous) join.

Denition 2 (Asynchronous Join). The

of two CAs A =
is dened as the CA A ./a C =

asynchronous join

hQA , U, q0A , →
− A i and C = hQC , U ∪ O, q0C , →
− Ci
hQA × QC , U ∪ O, (q0A , q0C ), →
− a i such that:

c
c
U
− C p0 ;
 (q, p) →
− a (q 0 , p0 ) if Nodes(c) ∩ U 6= ∅, q −−−→A q 0 and p →
c
c
0
0
 (q, p) →
− a (q, p ) if Nodes(c) ∩ U = ∅ and p →
−C p.
c↓

Denition 3 (Synchronous Join). The

of two CAs A =
is dened as the CA A ./s C =

synchronous join

hQA , U, q0A , →
− A i and C = hQC , U ∪ O, q0C , →
− Ci
hQA × QC , U ∪ O, (q0A , q0C ), →
− s i such that:

c
U
 (q, p) →
− s (q 0 , p0 ) if Nodes(c) ∩ U 6= ∅, Nodes(c) ∩ O 6= ∅, q −−−→A q 0 and
c↓

p→
−C p.
c

0

B with node names from a set U ∪O, the projection on O removes
from the interface of B and hides the communications occurring
∗
at those nodes. To dene the projection, we need the relation
O ⊆ Q×Q, which
Given a CA

the nodes in

U

is the smallest relation such that:

 q
 if q

∗
O

q ∈ Q;
c
p→
− r with Nodes(c) ∩ O = ∅,

q

for each

∗
O

p

and

Denition 4 (Projection). The

then

q

∗
O

r.

of a CA B = hQ, U ∪ O, q0 , →
− i on
c ∗
O is dened as the CA B ↓O = hQ, O, q0 , →
− i such that q →
− p i there exists
d
d ∈ CIO(U ∪ O), r ∈ Q such that d ↓O = c and q ∗O r −
→ p.
projection

∗

The

asynchronous embedding C[A]a and the synchronous embedding C[A]s of

the component

A = hQA , U, q0A , →
− Ai

in the context

C = hQC , U ∪ O, q0C , →
− Ci

are dened as

C[A]a = (A ./a C) ↓O

C[A]s = (A ./s C) ↓O

The above denitions hide all nodes of the component and expose only the nodes
from

O.

We will drop the subscript

Example 2.

a

or

s

to refer to both kinds of embedding.

We can now build the system outlined in Example 1 by embedding

the scheduler into the context, which is obtained by embedding the two registers
(in any order) into the synchronizer. All the embeddings are asynchronous.
The states of the whole system, represented in Figure 2, are tuples
where

a

and

si is the state of the scheduler and va
b, respectively.

and

vb

(si , va , vb )

are the values of the registers

(s0 , 0, 0)

r=0
w=0

w=1
r=0
w=0

(s1 , 0, 0)

(s1 , 1, 0)

r=1
w=1

w=0
w=0

r=0
w=0

(s0 , 1, 0)
w=1

w=1
(s1 , 0, 1)

r=0
w=0

w=0
w=0

r=1
w=1

(s0 , 0, 1)

(s0 , 1, 1)

r=1
w=1

w=1

r=1
w=1

(s1 , 1, 1)

Fig. 2. Embedding of the scheduler in the context.

2.2

Determinization and complementation of CAs

In the next sections, we will need to complement CAs. Unfortunately, CAs are
not closed under complementation. We solve the problem following the approach
in [5], reported below.
Given a nondeterministic CA

A,

by using the standard

subset construction

for nite word automata it is possible to obtain an equivalent deterministic CA

Subset(A)
and a

A.
Subset(A) by enriching it with a set of nal states F ⊆ Q

that, in the worst case, is exponentially larger than

We can complement

Büchi acceptance condition. We say that a nite run is accepting whenever

the last state of the run is nal, while an innite run is accepting if the set

F is visited innitely often. Formally, given a deterministic CA
A = hQ, N, q0 , →
− A i we can build a CA with nal states A = hQ⊥ , N, q0 , →
− A, F i
of nal states

accepting the complement language as follows:

Q⊥ = Q ∪ {q⊥ } where q⊥ is a distinguished sink state not included in Q;
F = {q⊥ } (only the sink state is nal);
c
c
q→
− A q 0 i q →
− A q0 ;
c
q →
− A q⊥ for all q ∈ Q and c ∈ CIO(N ) such that there is no q 0 such that
c
q→
− A q0 ;
c
 q⊥ →
− A q⊥ for all c ∈ CIO(N ).






In the following we will need to compute expressions of the form

C[A].

This

can be done by using the construction for standard CAs, and by choosing as
nal states of the result the set
and

3

q⊥

is the sink state of

A.3

QC × {q⊥ },

where

QC

is the set of states of

C

This construction is not correct for general CAs with nal states, but it is correct
in this restricted case [5].

We will also use the following operations on deterministic CAs with -

Prefix(A) is the CA obtained by removing all non-nal states from
A and taking the connected component including the initial state. Notably,
L (Prefix(A)) is the maximal prex-closed language included in L (A). Switch(A)
is the CA with nal states obtained from A by selecting as nal states the nonnal states of A, and vice versa.
nal states.

3

Updates Correct for a Given Context
C[A], an update replacing A with B is correct w.r.t. a property
C[A] |= Φ also C[B] |= Φ. We assume that A and B have the same

Given a system

Φ

i whenever

interface, that is, the same set of node names. This is not restrictive since one
can always add node names that are never used.
This section considers both the cases all properties, given context and given
property, given context. We show that they can be both reduced to instances
of the following problem: given a context

C

and a specication

the correct behavior of the whole system, nd the
denition of

|=,

Bs

such that

S representing
C[B] |= S . By

these are the solutions of the following language inequation:

L (C[B]) ⊆ L (S)
Among all such

(1)

B s we select one generating the largest language, and we call it a

most general solution of the inequation. Such a solution is unique up to language
equivalence.

Lemma 1. For each context C and specication S , Inequation
most general solution, up to language equivalence.
In Inequation (1), when

S

is the system before the update

the setting all properties, given context, while when
given property

Φ

(1)

S

has a unique

C[A]

we are in

is a CA representing a

we are in the setting given property, given context.

Inequation (1) has been studied by the logic synthesis and controller design
communities, where it is known as the unknown component problem [22]. The
following result is part of the theory developed in [22].

Theorem 1. B is a solution of Inequation

(1)

i L (B) ⊆ L (C[S]).

The literature does not provide, for our setting, a constructive way of building
a most general CA satisfying the constraint above. We propose one below. One
would expect that a most general CA is

C[S]. However, since CAs are not closed

under complementation, such a CA in general cannot be built. We show that

Prefix(Switch(Subset(C[S])))

is the best possibile approximation which is a CA.

Theorem 2. B = Prefix(Switch(Subset(C[S])))
L (B) ⊆ L (C[S]).

B is a most general update correct for a
C . The former considers a given property Φ, the latter any property

Theorems 3 and 5 below show that
given context

is a most general CA such that

representable as a CA.

s1
s=b
s=a
s=a
s0

s2

s=b

Fig. 3. Most general scheduler of Example 3.

Theorem 3. Given a system C[A]x with x ∈ {a, s} and a property Φ
C[A]x |= Φ, B = Prefix(Switch(Subset(C[Φ]x ))) is a most general CA
replacing A with B is a correct update w.r.t. Φ.
Note that the above characterization does not depend on

C[A]

does not satisfy the property

Φ

construction works for any property

A.

such that
such that

However, if

then every update is correct. Indeed the

Φ,

which may or may not hold for

C[A].

Thus the approach can also be applied to ensure that new safety properties will
hold after the update, e.g., to x a bug or close a security vulnerability.

Theorem 4. Given a system C[A]x with x ∈ {a, s} and a property Φ, B =
Prefix(Switch(Subset(C[Φ]x ))) is a most general CA such that replacing A with
B ensures that Φ holds in C[B]x .
Theorem 5.

Given a system C[A]x with x ∈ {a, s}, B = Prefix(Switch(Subset(C[C[A]x ]x ))) is
a most general CA such that replacing A with B is a correct update w.r.t. any
property.
Example 3.

We can apply Theorem 5 to obtain a most general update for the

case given context, all properties of the system in Example 1. By minimizing
the result (up to language equivalence) we obtain the CA in Figure 3, where

s0

is the initial state. The solution recognizes the traces where one of the sequences

abababa . . .

and

bababab . . .

is communicated on node

s.

This implies that, e.g.,

replacing the original scheduler with a new one activating the registers in roundrobin order

b, a

is a correct update. This matches the intuition, since the two

registers are identical and swapping when they are accessible has no visible eect.
Instead, using a scheduler that, e.g., always activates

a

and never activates

not. A property falsied by this incorrect update is, for instance, P1
is executed at the rst step, then at the third step

Example 4.

if

b

?

to denote

one node in each constraint has non

⊥

0, 1

or

⊥,

is

w=1

cannot be executed.

Consider the property P1 above. It can be formalized by the CA

in Figure 4a. There, we use

Φ.

r=0

=

Φ

and we assume that at least

value. The system of Example 1 satises

We want to characterize the updates that preserve

Φ.

We can apply Theorem 3 to obtain the most general scheduler depicted in
Figure 4b. Notice that it accepts the following computations:



any computation of length at most

2:

in this case the third step is never

reached, and the property is trivially satised;

q0

r = 0 r =?; w =?
r=1
w = 0; r =?
q2
r = 1; w =?
w=0
w=1

w = 1; r =?

q1

r2
s=b

s=b

r0

r5

s=a

s=a

r1

r =?; w =?

r3
s=b

r4

q3

(a) CA Φ for P1.

s=a

s=a
s=b

s=a
s=b

r6

(b) Most general scheduler.

Fig. 4. CAs of Example 4.



s = a, s = b, s = a or s = b, s = a, s = b:
1 written in the register at the rst step is not changed

any computation that starts with
in this case the value

in the second step, and made available in the third step.
We now move to the study of the complexity of our construction.

Theorem 6. Given a system C[A]x with x ∈ {a, s} nding a most general B
such that replacing A with B is a correct update for a given property Φ or for
any property, or an update that makes Φ hold is in 2-EXPTIME.
The 2-EXPTIME complexity arises from a double subset construction.

Theorem 7. Given a system C[A]x with x ∈ {a, s} and a property Φ such that

C[A]x |= Φ,

nding a most general B such that replacing A with B is a correct
update w.r.t. Φ, or that makes Φ hold is EXPSPACE-hard.
The lower bound is proved by reducing a suitable three-player game to In-

equation (1). The game is played on a nite-state graph, with the rst player
(the component) and the third player (the specication) in a coalition against
the second player (the context). At every round of the game, given the current
state, the successor state is determined by the choice of moves of the players. A
suitable safety condition establishes who wins the game. The reduction shows
that a winning strategy for Player 1 corresponds to a correct update of the system, if

C[A]x |= Φ,

and to an update that makes

Φ

hold otherwise. The problem

of nding a winning strategy in this game is EXPSPACE-complete [10]. The
details of the reduction can be found in [9].
Theorem 7 deals with the case given property, given context. It seems not
easy to adapt the reduction to the case all properties, given context. Finding
a lower bound for the latter case is an open problem.

4

Updates Correct for all Contexts

In this section we study both the cases given property, all contexts and all
properties, all contexts. Similarly to the previous section, we can assume w.l.o.g.

that
have

A
U

and

B

U,

have the same interface

and that all the contexts we consider

as internal interface.

Let us start from the case of a given property. The property denes a minimum set of node names

O

required for the external interface of the context. For

is a correct update i the traces of B are inA. However, this is not the case for all the properties. For
∗
ω
instance, all the updates are correct w.r.t. the properties tt = CIO(O) ∪CIO(O)
or ff = ∅. Indeed, in the asynchronous case these are the only possibilities.

some properties, replacing

A with B

cluded in the traces of

Theorem 8. Let Φ be a property and A a CA. For the asynchronous embedding,

the most general CA such that replacing A with B is a correct update w.r.t. Φ
in all the contexts is tt if Φ is either tt or ff , A otherwise.
In the synchronous case the context and the component progress in lock-step.

Φ does not
i − 1 is in L (Φ), then all the traces of
length i having z as prex are also in L (Φ). Conversely, there are steps where Φ
observes the system and whether a trace of length i is in L (Φ) or not depends

Given a property

Φ,

there are steps

pose any restriction: if a trace

z

i

in the computation on which

of length

on the last action of the system. The

observation-point language

contains all

the traces whose length identies an observation point. Since the component

A

communicates on the internal interface

dened on the alphabet

U,

the observation-point language is

CIO(U ).

Denition 5. Let Φ be a property. The

observation-point language

of Φ is:

R(Φ) = {u ∈ CIO(U )∗ | ∃z ·c0 ∈ CIO(O)∗ .z ∈ L (Φ) ∧z ·c0 6∈ L (Φ)∧|u| = |z ·c0 |}
To compute a CA with nal states accepting R(Φ) one takes the complement
R
Φ of Φ. The CA Φ has one nal state q⊥
which is a sink. The CA with nal states
R accepting R(Φ) is obtained from Φ by removing the self loops in the sink state
R
q⊥
and by replacing every transition of Φ with a transition between the same
pair of states for every label c ∈ CIO(U ). Then, to build a most general CA
MGU(A, Φ) such that replacing A with MGU(A, Φ) is a correct update w.r.t. Φ
for all contexts, one can proceed as follows.
1.
2.
3.

Determinize R using the subset construction.
A
Complete A by adding a sink state q⊥
and obtaining A⊥ .
Compute the product of A⊥ with Subset(R) using the synchronous join
operator to obtain

4.

A⊥ ./s Subset(R).

A
R
Remove observation states, that is all states (q⊥
, QR ) such that q⊥
∈ QR ,

and take the connected component including the initial state.
5.

Transform the result into a CA without nal states by dropping the
distinction between nal and non-nal states.

MGU(A, Φ) can be computed in time which is a double exponential in the
Φ and polynomial in the size of A, where the two exponentials are due to

size of

the subset constructions.

s=a
s=b
s=a
s=b

q0
s=a
s=b

s0

q2
s=a
s=b

q1

s=a
s=b

q3

s=a

s=a

s=b

s=a
s=b

q⊥

s2

(a) CA with nal states for R(ϕ).

s1

s=a
s=b

s3

s=b

s5

s=a

s4

s=a
s=b

(b) Most general scheduler.

Fig. 5. CAs of Example 5.

Theorem 9. Let Φ be a property and A a CA. For the synchronous embedding,
the most general CA such that replacing A with B is a correct update w.r.t. Φ
and for all contexts is MGU(A, Φ).

Example 5.

Φ back in Figure 4a.
R(Φ)
MGU(A, Φ) in Figure 5b,

Consider the property P1 represented by the CA

By the above procedure we can rst obtain the CA with nal states for
in Figure 5a, and then the most general scheduler

which makes the update correct in the synchronous case for every context and

Φ. We are left with two kinds of traces: traces with prex
r = a, r = b, r = a that behave as A for the rst 3 steps, and traces of length
less than 3 that behave dierently w.r.t. A. This corresponds to the intuition
that the property can only reject traces at step 3.
for the property

We now characterize the updates correct w.r.t. all the properties and all
contexts. In this case there are strong requirements on the updates. To be correct
for all contexts, the update needs to be correct for the context that reports every
communication to the outside world. Since properties are sets of traces, the new
component

B

should have at most the traces of

A.

Indeed, this condition is

necessary and sucient, for both the synchronous and asynchronous embedding.

Theorem 10. Let A be a CA. Any B such that L (B) = L (A) is a most general

update such that replacing A with B is correct for all properties and all contexts.

5

Conclusion and Related Work

We studied the problem of nding out whether an update replacing a component

A

with a component

B

in a given context

C

is correct w.r.t. a safety property

Φ.

We also characterized the updates correct in any context (for a given property),
for any property (in a given context), and for any property in any context. In
all the cases, we considered both synchronous and asynchronous composition.
While many approaches tackle system update [19], the problem of ensuring
correctness of a system upon update has received scarce attention till now.
Approaches based on behavioral congruences, such as [8], allow one to prove
the correctness of updates when a component is replaced by a syntactically

dierent, but semantically equivalent one. Our approach is more general, allowing
one to replace a component with a semantically dierent one.
Some approaches, such as [13], focus exclusively on type safety, that rules out
obviously wrong behaviors, but is insucient for establishing that given properties are preserved. In [14], instead, a program transformation to combine a
program and an update into a new program presenting all the behaviors corresponding to applying the update at any allowed point is presented. The key
advantage of our approach is that we can deal with many updates at once by
comparing them with the most general one. In [23], a modular model checking
approach to verify adaptive programs is proposed. They decompose the model
checking problem following the temporal evolution of the system, while we decompose the verication problem following the structure of the system.
A line of work [2, 11] uses choreographic descriptions to obtain correctness of
the updates by construction. However, this kind of approach can only deal with a
few xed properties such as deadlock freedom, race freedom and orphan-message
freedom. Another related approach is presented in [12], where behavioral types
are used to ensure that running sessions are not interrupted, and that provided
services are preserved. Our approach is much more exible than the two last
approaches since it considers any property expressible as a CA.
The work in [18] categorizes dierent kinds of recongurations in the context
of Reo connectors. Our updates correct for any property (in a given context) are
called contractive in [18], and a property for which an update is correct (in a
given context) is called an invariant for the update. However, in [18], nothing is
said about the requirements that an update must satisfy to be contractive or to
have a given invariant: these problems have been solved by the present paper.
The work in [22] is related to ours from the technical point of view. In particular, it provides us the framework to solve Inequation (1). However, [22] does
not provide a construction for building an actual automaton in our case, namely,
for CAs with both nite and innite traces. Also, [22] has a dierent aim, since
it does not consider update at all. It highlights, however, a connection between
update and another challenging problem: the automatic synthesis of systems
from logical specications. Polynomial algorithms for restricted classes of specications have been identied [1, 7]. These results could be exploited both to
make our approach more ecient and to extend it to properties that go beyond
safety, like liveness and deadlock freedom. Another problem related to ours is
supervisory control of discrete event systems (see, e.g., [4]). The main dierence
is in the composition mechanism, which features a feedback control loop and
introduces latency, while this does not happen in our case.
The problem of characterizing correct updates can also be studied in other
settings, and indeed we plan to consider some of them in future work. For instance one may consider more complex properties, as hinted at above, or more
complex automata, like timed automata or general CAs where the set of data
values can be innite. Finally, we want to apply our technique to more abstract
models, starting from the ones based on CAs, such as REO [3] and Rebeca [20].
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